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Since

2004 over 28,000 students from

76 nationalities have chosen to study at Langports.
Brisbane

Gold Coast

Langports students
recommend Langports to their
friends and family
For the last five years, students from all over the world
have recognised Langports as the ‘Best Language
School in Australia’. Many chose Langports because
their friends or family have told them of the great
experiences they had when they were students. Word
of mouth is Langports’ best recommendation.

Each year, students from over 53 nationalities
study at Langports. This dynamic mix
ensures that students can learn about other
cultures as well as share their own culture
with others.
The nationality mix varies from week to week and is updated
monthly on the Langports website. The charts below show
the combined nationality mix for the 3 Langports campuses
in 2017.

Why?
Langports’ courses are well organised and
professionally managed

Sydney

The unique U.F.O. program is designed to suit the
learning needs, skills, strengths and weaknesses of
individual students
Langports’ schools are modern, have great facilities
and are in the best locations
Langports’ staff are
friendly, helpful and
kind
Langports’ teachers
are experienced,
well qualified and
enthusiastic

Langports is a family run
business and it cares for
their staff and students

C.E.O. and Founder John France, wife
Susie, sons Jake and Rhys, daughter Anna,
daughter-in law Connie and grandchildren
Oliver and Lucas

2011 · 2012 · 2013 · 2014 · 2015

AWA R D

Voted by Students

Best Language School in Australia

*Langports Sydney is the trading name for the Doris Woodfine Foundation
(DWF). It is a Not-for Profit company and 100% of its proceeds are donated
to providing a better life for disadvantaged children through education.
Langports Sydney is managed under agreement by Langports Pty Ltd.

Saudi Arabia 1.46%

Chile 3.72%

Spain 2.30%

Colombia 8.67%

Switzerland 13.84%

France 4.47%

Taiwan 5.16%

Japan 21.71%

Other

8.31%

Korea 6.84%

Langports’ students
come from many
different countries

2015

Brazil 23.52%

Other includes: Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, China, Croatia,
Czech Republic, Ecuador, Fiji, Finland, Germany, Hong Kong, Hungary,
Indonesia, Italy, Jordan, Kuwait, Latvia, Lebannon, Liechtenstein, Macau,
Mexico, Mongolia, Netherlands, New Caledonia, New Zealand, Nicaragua,
Oman, Paraguay, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Reunion Island, Russia,
Slovak Republic, Slovenia, Sweden, Tahiti, Thailand, Turkey, UAE, Ukraine,
Uruguay, Venezuela, Vietnam.

Langports Brisbane
Brisbane, often referred to as Australia’s most liveable city, is the capital of Queensland, Australia’s
‘Sunshine State’. It is a safe, friendly and clean city where international students are welcomed. Langports
is located in the city centre, close to transport, parks, shops and restaurants.
Brisbane

Langports’ Facilities

Population of 2.4 million friendly people

3 level, city centre campus

Sub-tropical weather with an average temperature of 29°c
in Summer (Dec – Mar) and 21°c in Winter (Jun – Sept)

24 modern classrooms, most equipped with audio-visual
resources

300 days of sunshine per year

Dedicated computer room, with Microsoft licences

Modern and sophisticated, numerous cafes, restaurants
and great shopping

Spacious lounge areas with computers, table-tennis, table
football and wide screen TVs

Outdoor lifestyle – enjoy the numerous parks, gardens and
water features

Library with books, DVDs and magazines to borrow

Amazing night life – theatres, pubs, clubs and music venues
abound

AUSTRALIA ZOO

Large kitchen and dining area, with micro-waves,
refrigerators and vending machines
Langports Lane – an outdoor courtyard used for BBQs and
functions

Moreton Island

ROMA STREET
PARKLANDS

ROMA STREET STATION
(BUS AND TRAIN)

Gym (reduced fees) and Café next door
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Close to some of Australia’s top attractions – Fraser Island,
The Great Barrier Reef, Australia Zoo, the Sunshine Coast
and the Gold Coast

SUNSHINE COAST

Stradbroke
Island

QUEEN STREET MALL

BRISBANE CBD

GoMA

QUEENSLAND MUSEUM

SOUTHBANK
PARLIAMENT
HOUSE

SOUTHBANK BEACH

THEME PARKS

GOLD COAST

Surfers
Paradise

Langports Gold Coast
The Gold Coast, a short distance from Brisbane, is world famous for its 70 kilometres of beautiful surf
beaches and rainforest hinterland. Langports is in the heart of Surfers Paradise, the most popular beach and
centre for all major entertainment.
Langports’ Facilities

Population of 600,000 friendly people

2 level campus situated in the heart of Surfers Paradise

Sub-tropical weather with an average temperature of 29°c
in Summer (Dec – Mar) and 21°c in Winter (Jun – Sept)

5 minutes’ walk to the beach

300 days of sunshine per year

21 modern classrooms, most equipped with audio-visual
resources

70 kilometres of surf beaches, clean white sand and
glistening blue ocean

Spacious lounge areas with computers, table-tennis, table
football and wide screen TVs

Australia’s No 1 tourist destination and world famous
theme parks – Seaworld, Dreamworld and Movieworld, all
close by

Library with books, DVDs and magazines to borrow

Amazing night life – pubs, clubs and music venues abound
Whale watching, surfing, wind surfing, diving, sailing and
rain forest walks are some of the activities easily available

BRISBANE
North
Stradbroke
Island

Large kitchen and dining area, with microwaves,
refrigerators and vending machines
Outdoor balcony and garden with BBQ
Free wireless internet throughout the school
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SURFERS
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Movie World
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Surfboards and bicycles available to hire
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Dreamworld

SURFERS
PARADISE
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Coolangatta

Langports Sydney
Sydney, Australia’s largest city, is famous for its beautiful beaches, iconic buildings, historic landmarks and
vibrant culture. Langports is located in Darling Harbour, one of Sydney’s most exciting dining, shopping and
entertainment precincts.
Langports’ Facilities

Temperate climate with an average temperature of 25°c in
Summer (Dec – Mar) and 16°c in Winter (Jun – Sept)

Easily accessible by public transport and Sydney CBD is a
short walk over the Darling Harbour Bridge

Over 100 white sandy beaches surround the city, including
the famous Bondi and Manly beaches

Heritage listed building with architectural features
23 modern classrooms, most equipped with audio-visual
resources

The Rocks

Spacious lounge areas with computers

Numerous great shopping opportunities with an amazing
and exciting night life

Library with books, DVDs and magazines to borrow
2 kitchens and dining areas with microwaves, refrigerators
and vending machines
Free wireless internet throughout the school
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Star Casino
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Langports Sydney is the trading name for the Doris Woodfine Foundation (DWF). It is a Not-for Profit company and 100% of its
proceeds are donated to providing a better life for disadvantaged children through education. Langports Sydney is managed under
agreement by Langports Pty Ltd.

Pyrmont Bay
Ferry Wharf

SYDNEY

HARWOOD
LN

Recreation area with table-tennis, table football and wide
screen TVs

Circular Quay

MURRAY
ST

Australia’s largest city, host to many festivals and cultural
events, including Vivid and the New Year’s Eve Fireworks

The world’s largest natural harbour offers all kinds of water
based activities

Opera House

RD

Dynamic cultural centre with many museums, galleries and
Australian icons such as the Opera House and the Harbour
Bridge

Harbour Bridge

DARLING HARBOUR
Harbourside

HARBOU
R STRE
ET

4 level campus in the Darling Harbour entertainment
precinct

DARLING DRIVE

International and cosmopolitan lifestyle with population of
5 million friendly people
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Sydney

Langports Academic Way
Langports aims to be unique in all ways: in what it does, in what it offers and in what it
achieves. We are constantly striving to get the best outcomes for our students.
This especially relates to our academic programmes, where we have used many years of
experience and a wealth of knowledge to create the Langports Academic Way – L.A.W.

What is L.A.W.?
Instead of simply relying on the traditional English language textbook approach, our teachers are trained to
be able to teach beyond the textbook, exploring the important areas of grammar and vocabulary. Modern
research has highlighted the importance of grammar and vocabulary being taught together, especially in the
classroom.
In order to achieve this, teachers at Langports, through our in-house teacher training program, are trained on
how to teach grammar and vocabulary and how to make it more understandable and enjoyable for students.
Common feedback from our students is that Langports teachers are able to answer their grammar questions
clearly and easily, creating more ‘light-bulb’ moments – this is a result of L.A.W.

The benefits to students of L.A.W. are that our teachers:
have an in-depth knowledge of grammar – they can answer students’ questions easily and confidently
are trained to be able to teach more than what the textbook teaches – not just grammar, but all skills
develop their own special materials to help students better understand the difficulties of grammar and
vocabulary, as well as other important skills such as speaking and pronunciation
use their great knowledge and skills to help make learning and studying more enjoyable, rewarding and
constantly challenging

Exams at Langports
www.langportsenglishexams.com

offers a comprehensive range of English proficiency exams
in South East Queensland and Sydney
is an authorised OPEN Cambridge ESOL exam centre for
both paper-based and computer-based exams
is a TOEIC public and institutional testing centre in all
locations
has an Exams Centre Manager, who is available to help all
students with their exam needs

Exit level depends on the entry level of the student

WHAT IS UFO?
USE is an integrated skills class, covering all English macro skills (writing,

Learning Skills
Aya studied English in high school
but it wasn’t enough to have good
English communication skills

Aya

UFO English, only at Langports

We would like to show you how the UFO English program benefits our students, by illustrating examples of the
following three students who all arrived at Langports on the same day:

Workshops

WORKSHOPS give students a greater opportunity to enhance their study
with relevant and interesting topics.

Langports’ UFO English program
has been designed to meet the
needs of individual students. We
understand and acknowledge that
students have different learning
skills, different learning abilities
and different learning objectives.
This is why we designed the UFO
English course.

General information
Start any Monday (except for public holidays)
Available at all campuses
Personalised study program and
Langports Study Plan
Weekly progress reviews

Key points:

First Day:

Orientation – students are tested and interviewed on their first day and a
personalised study program is devised to guide students to achieve their study objectives.
Their first class starts in the afternoon (for full-time students).

Intensive general English
Full-time, 25 hours per week

(including 3 hrs optional workshops & 2 hrs
optional activities)

Second Day: Students receive their personal timetable, course book and begin their

Part-time, 15 hours per week 		

Every Monday:

Max in class - 16
Average in class - 12-13
Levels 1 – 6
(Beginners 1 – Advanced 6)
1 – 70 weeks (each level takes
approximately 10 weeks)
CRICOS Codes 			
BNE & GC 074240E, SYD 094247K

personalised study program.

Students have an individual interview with their USE teacher to
review their progress and level.
As students develop their skills, they can move through the levels at their own pace,
optimising their learning progress. Long-term students are tracked and receive academic
counselling to ensure they continue to progress.

Graduation:

Students are awarded a certificate* showing their levels for all classes,
options choices, attendance, participation and teachers comments. *80% attendance or
above is required.

In Brazil, Bruno studied 4 semesters
of English as part of the curriculum
at his University

Bruno

OPTIONS

give students a choice of what they study, depending on their
level. Students studying full-time can choose an option class from a variety
of subjects enabling them to achieve their learning objectives.

Reading - 3

Learning Skills

Listening - 2

Speaking - 2

USE - 3

Learning Ability

Learning Objectives

Bruno found it difficult to learn
English for Business in his own
country

Bruno would like to study his Masters
in Business Administration at an
Australian university

Level test results: Writing - 4

Sarah

students attend a separate macro-skill class to help improve their strengths
and weaknesses.

Learning Objectives
Aya wants to improve her speaking
and conversational skills

Level test results: Writing - 3

reading, listening & speaking) as well as grammar, vocabulary and
pronunciation.

FOCUS is the macro-skill program, where on each day (Tuesday – Friday)

Learning Ability
In Japan, Aya found it really difficult
to practice her communication
skills, especially her speaking

Reading - 3

Listening - 4

Speaking - 4

USE - 3

Learning Skills

Learning Ability

Learning Objectives

For Sarah, English has been easy
since English was compulsory in her
high school

In Switzerland, Sarah could practice
her English skills because she had
good exposure to the language

Sarah wants to improve her English
skills to work in a bank in Switzerland

Level test results: Writing - 3

Reading - 4

Listening - 4

Speaking - 4

USE - 3

Aya, Bruno and Sarah are given their own timetable and follow their own Langports Study Plan to meet their individual objectives. On the first
morning of classes, they all go together to USE class Level 3. After the morning break Aya, Bruno and Sarah go to FOCUS classes which are
appropriate to their language skills. In the OPTIONS class, Aya, Bruno and Sarah are placed in relevant classes which fit their specific study goals.
(Please note that these students are case studies only. Their names and levels have been changed for privacy)

Monday
USE OF
ENGLISH

09:00 am11:05 am

FOCUS ON
LANGUAGE
SKILLS

11:25 am12:25 pm

OPTIONS
TO
SPECIALISE

01:25 pm02:40 pm

LANGUAGE
WORKSHOPS

Tuesday
Tuesday

LANGPORTS
STUDY PLAN
WEEKLY
REVIEW

Wednesday

Wednesday
USE
LevelThursday
3

Writing 3
Writing 4
Writing

Thursday

3

Friday

Reading 3

Listening 2

Speaking 2

4

Listening 4

Speaking

Reading 3
Reading

Listening 4

Conversation
Introduction to Business English
English for Finance & Law (once she reached L4)

02:50 pm03:35 pm

Friday

Choice of workshops

Speaking 4

4

Activities
and Self
Study

OPTIONS: Subject to availability
Elementary English (L1-2)
Conversation (L2-3, L4-5)
Vocabulary (L2-3, L4-5)

Grammar (L2-3, L4-5)
IBE: Introduction to Business English (L2-3)
EBA: English for Business & Administration (L4-6)

EES: English for Engineering & Science (L4-6)
EFL: English for Finance & Law (L4-6)
EMI: English Through Media & the Internet (L4-6)

(not available to students on a student visa)

WORKSHOPS: Subject to availability (Interested students must register for the workshops each week)
Extension English (L2+) – This workshop is split into two levels (Level 2 &
3, Levels 4 and above) and assists students with completing homework
and extra work activities. The focus is on creating a collaborative study
environment where students help each other under the guidance of the
teacher.
Aussie English (L3+) – A 5-week course looking at vocabulary, idioms and
slang in an Australian context. It includes authentic Australian listening
practice and every day Australian language.

English for Work in Australia (L2+) – A 5-week workshop for students
interested in working in Australia. This includes learning about applying
for a tax file number, a bank account and searching for a job. It also shows
how to write a Resume and focuses on practicing interview questions.
Exam Techniques and Tips (L4+) – A 5-week workshop for Level 4 and
above students helping them understand the IELTS, TOEIC & Cambridge
exams. This includes how the exams are structured and useful hints for
passing the various sections of the tests.

Cambridge Closed Courses

Cambridge Flexi

Langports offers a choice of traditional Cambridge ‘closed courses’ for FCE, CAE and CPE. Students all start on the same
fixed start dates and complete the paper-based exam at the end of the course.

Cambridge Flexi is Langports’ unique Cambridge program, offering ‘open classes’ for PET, FCE and CAE levels. Flexi
students can start their course any Monday. Students study Cambridge materials in the morning and join Options classes
in the afternoons.

Cambridge examinations are specially designed for international students who are
aiming to improve their overall proficiency in English for work or study purposes.
Langports’ Cambridge teachers are highly skilled in English language teaching and
experienced in helping students meet their goals. They specialise in Cambridge
preparation and are trained in lexical-grammatical approaches to language teaching
and learning. Many of our resources are unique:
Langports writes and publishes some of its own materials for this course,
supplemented with material from traditional Cambridge textbooks
Langports is a Cambridge centre for paper-based and computer-based exams
Langports guarantees to run all FCE and CAE Cambridge courses as published
Langports guarantees to run CPE courses. Students will only receive CPE focussed
tuition, with the following conditions:
-If 3 to 10 students are enrolled for the course, they will receive 23 hours per week of CPE tuition + 2
hours of optional activities or self-study.
-If only 1 or 2 students are enrolled for the course, then they will received 15 hours per week of CPE
tuition + 2 hours per day of supervised self-study (with a teacher available to answer any questions).

All FCE, CAE and CPE closed course students are required to take the exam and take
part in the Cambridge Retreat

What is the Cambridge Retreat

?

The Langports Cambridge Retreat
is a compulsory team-building excursion,
which takes place at the beginning of
the closed Cambridge course. Students
experience typical Australian activities
and spend time getting to know other
students and teachers in the Cambridge
team.

Monday

Tuesday

Key points
FCE, CAE & CPE levels
Available in all locations
Guaranteed to run
Closed courses – set start dates
Pre-test required
25 hours per week 		
(including 2 hrs optional activities)

Max in class FCE & CAE 16 / CPE 10
Average in class FCE & CAE 12 / CPE 6
Paper Based Exam & Retreat compulsory
Cricos Codes
BNE & GC FCE 054051J, CAE 054053G,
CPE 054054F
SYD FCE 094250D, CAE 094251C,
CPE 094252B
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Vocabulary, Grammar, Integrated Skills and Pronunciation
09:00 - 11:05

Grammar:
Phrasal verbs

Vocabulary:
Noun suffixes

Exam preparation:
Multiple matching

Grammar:
Multiple choice

Grammar:
Model verbs

Weekly Progressive
Assessment

Speaking & Listening

Vocabulary Review

Reading

Writing

MORNING BREAK

11:05 - 11:25
11:25 - 12:25

Individual Feedback

Reading:
Multiple matching

2:50 - 3:35

Use of English:
Practice test

Speaking:
Parts 1–4

LUNCH BREAK

12:25 - 1:25
1:25 - 2:40

Listening:
Practice test

Language Practice

Use of English

Exam Practice &
Guidance

Exam Practice &
Guidance

Grammar:
Future forms

Practice test:
Use of English

Reading:
Analysis of questions

Writing:
Practice test part 1

Afternoon Activities
Volunteering
Exam Practice
Off campus activity
Special interest groups

Key points

PET Flexi

CAE Flexi

Students study full-time with all morning
classes covering all components of the
PET curriculum and utilising PET focused
material. In the afternoon, students
choose the most appropriate UFO
Option class for their particular study
needs.

Students study full-time with the first
morning class focusing on the 4 macro skills
of reading, writing, listening and speaking.

FCE Flexi

Their mid-morning class focuses on CAE
preparation with CAE focused material. In
the afternoon, students choose the most
appropriate UFO Option class for their
particular study needs.

Students study full-time with all morning
classes covering all components of the
FCE curriculum and utilising FCE focused
material. In the afternoon, students
choose the most appropriate UFO
Option class for their particular study
needs.

Flexible start and finish dates – students
can join a class any Monday and study
from 4 – 10 weeks. Ideal for students
who cannot take a closed course.
Langports offers:
PET Flexi
FCE Flexi
CAE Flexi

Cambridge Flexi students can also join
the afternoon workshops.
The exam is not compulsory for students
taking the Cambridge Flexi course and
the Cambridge Retreat is not a part of
the Flexi programs.
Monday
09:00 - 11:05

Tuesday

PET, FCE & CAE levels
Open course – students can start any
Monday
Pre-test required
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney
Minimum 4 week enrolments
Maximum 10 weeks per level
25 hours per week (including 3 hrs optional
workshops & 2 hrs optional activities)

Max in class - 16
Average in class – 12
No Retreat & Optional exam
Cricos Codes
BNE & GC FCE Flexi 093537G,
PET Flexi 093536J
SYD FCE Flexi 094256J,
PET Flexi 094255K
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

PET, FCE or CAE Flexi class
Grammar skills development, Use of English training and Vocabulary building.

11:05 - 11:25

MORNING BREAK

11:25 - 12:25

PET, FCE or CAE Flexi class
Macro skills training, Exam strategies and Fluency development.

12:25 - 1:25

LUNCH BREAK

1:25 - 2:40

2:50 - 3:35

Choice of UFO English Options class (subject to availability):
Conversation
Vocabulary
Grammar  	
EBA: English for Business & Administration
EES: English for Engineering & Science  	
EFL: English for Finance & Law
EMI: English Through Media & the Internet
Language Workshops include:
Extension English, Aussie English, English for Work in Australia, Exam Techniques and Tips

Afternoon Activities
Volunteering
Exam Practice
Off campus activity
Special interest groups

Academic Pathways

English for Academic Purposes

Students who successfully complete Langports’ 12-week EAP course with results meeting our
partner schools’ English entry requirements may be able to enter directly into certain programs
without having to sit an IELTS test. See how to access these pathways below.

Langports’ EAP program is designed for international students who need an intensive preparation course to take further
studies in Australia. It combines the two elements required to enter and succeed in a vocational or tertiary program in
Australia: IELTS exam preparation and academic English preparation.
EAP course
Over the 2 x 6 week modules,
students are taught how to complete
tasks and assignments expected at a
university level, including:
Module A
Research Proposal
2000 word academic essay

research skills, speed reading, notetaking,
drafting, writing, referencing & annotated
bibliography

IELTS Academic Reading, Listening
& Speaking
Academic Vocabulary
Study & Research Skills

EAP is delivered in 2 times
6 week modules, with the
expectation that students exit
after 12 weeks with an IELTS
score which will help them to
meet the entry requirements
of their chosen tertiary
institutions, or an equivalent
level to take one of Langports
pathways.

Module B
individual and group research
presentations
IELTS Writing part 1
IELTS Writing part 2
Academic Vocabulary
Study & Research Skills

EAP is the best choice for students who
need to use English in an academic
course setting or enter an award
program at university or TAFE level.
EAP students can also join the afternoon
workshops.

Monday
09:00 - 11:05

Tuesday

11:25 - 12:25

Grammar:
Multiple choice and
summary completion.

2:50 - 3:35

CRICOS 02476C

CRICOS 01737F

CRICOS 03366A

Max in class - 16
Average in class – 12
Cricos Codes
BNE & GC 074241D - SYD 094249G

Wednesday
Speaking:
time management

CRICOS 02425C

CRICOS 03432G

CRICOS 02898C

CRICOS 03071E

CRICOS 00017B

CRICOS 03464K

CRICOS 00899G
RTO Code: 31671
CRICOS Code: 03243A

CRICOS 03071E

CRICOS 03068M

CRICOS 03528K

CRICOS 00771A

CRICOS 00591E

RTO 0275 | CRICOS 03020E

Thursday

CRICOS 00102E
CRICOS 00246M

Writing:
task 2 structuring an
argument

Listening:
Listening to an
academic. Lecture note
taking

Research Skills:
Review, assess and
copy articles relevant
to field of study

IELTS Practice Test
Reading:
Practice test & analysis of
questions and responses

CRICOS 01505M

Gain direct entry to Langports’ Pathway Partner Institutions

Speaking:
Describing people

Choose your course at a Langports Pathway Partner Institution
Reading:
Reading for detail,
reading critically,
synthesising arguments

Speed Reading:
Identify topic
sentences; summarise
articles

Afternoon Activities
Volunteering
Exam Practice
Off campus activity
Special interest groups

LUNCH BREAK

Language Workshops include:

CRICOS 01595D

Book 12 weeks of EAP at Langports

Friday

Reading:
Reading for detail,
reading critically,
synthesising arguments

Extension English, Aussie English, English for Work in Australia, Exam Techniques and Tips

CRICOS 03389E

These agreements were in place at time of publication

Academic assignment preparation skills
IELTS Writing task

Progress Review

Research Skills:
Visit library for
introduction to
Journals

CRICOS 03071E

(including 3 hrs optional workshops & 2 hrs optional activities)

MORNING BREAK

12:25 - 1:25
1:25 - 2:40

2 x 6 week modules, students can study 6 or 12
weeks
12 weeks required for direct entry to pathway
institutions
Closed classes, set start dates
Pre-test required
Entry Level – IELTS 5.0 equivalent (with no subband less than 5.0)
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney
25 hours per week 			

Intensive IELTS preparation

11:05 - 11:25
IELTS practice test:
Reading and Speaking

CRICOS 03071E

Key points

students can become confident presenting
academic material in front of their class

IELTS practice test:
Writing & listening

CRICOS 00004G

Apply directly to the institution with your Langports Letter of Offer

Apply for your Student Visa with COEs from Langports and our Pathway Partner
Complete the EAP course with the grade required by your chosen institution
		

IELTS

TOEIC+

Langports’ IELTS course is an intensive exam preparation program, focusing specifically on the academic version of the
IELTS exam. Students can study for 5 or 10 weeks of this program to make rapid progress.

TOEIC Plus is a 5-week program, providing students with an intensive focus on grammar, vocabulary, collocation, reading and
listening skills. Students are also provided with extensive TOEIC test practice and test taking skills and strategies.

Our IELTS course;

TOEIC+ course

Key points

has a strong focus on the writing component of the exam.
A high level of IELTS requires a good range of vocabulary,
collocation, grammar and writing skills
has teachers who are extensively trained in grammar and
under the L.A.W. (Langports Academic Way) they are also
trained to teach beyond the textbook
uses Langports’ own original materials, supplemented with
traditional and online IELTS materials
uses IT incorporated in lesson delivery
has regular progress reports and feedback from teachers
allows students to join the afternoon workshops

This program has been developed
to improve not only the 4 macroskills essential for the IELTS exam
(listening, reading, speaking and
writing) but also to provide an
in-depth focus on the micro-skills
such as reading techniques and
strategies, spelling, grammar and
speaking test strategies.

09:00 - 11:05

2 modules - students can study for 5 weeks or 10 weeks
Closed classes – set start dates
Pre-test required
Entry level: IELTS 4.5 + or equivalent
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney
25 hours per week					
(including 3 hrs optional workshops & 2 hrs optional activities)

Max in class – 16
Average in class – 13
CRICOS Codes
BNE & GC 093534M - SYD 094253A

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

IELTS listening test

IELTS Grammar

IELTS listening test

IELTS Reading test

IELTS listening test

IELTS Grammar:
Active & Passive
IELTS Writing task 1:
Active & passive voice

IELTS Vocabulary:
Phrases for essay
IELTS Writing task 1:
Passive structures

Academic word list
vocabulary

IELTS Reading:
‘YES/NO/NOT GIVEN’
IELTS listening:
Practice of part 2

IELTS Writing task 2:
Avoiding
generalisations in
essays

IELTS Reading:
‘YES/NO/NOT GIVEN’

Academic word list
vocabulary

IELTS Listening:
Introduction to
part2 and required
techniques & strategies

IELTS Speaking:
Individual speeches in
front of class

2:50 - 3:35

IELTS Reading

IELTS Writing task 1+2:
Practice test

Academic word list
vocabulary

IELTS Listening:
Practice of part 2

IELTS Speaking:
Individual speeches in
front of class

IELTS Writing:
Using passive, common
structures and auxiliary
verbs

Afternoon Activities
Volunteering
Exam Practice
Off campus activity
Special interest groups

Language Workshops include:

TOEIC is the world’s leading English test that assesses English language
competency in a business context and is used by companies to
determine English communication skills
TOEIC+ focuses on more than just the exam; it also focuses on learning
strategies and language development skills
Langports’ TOEIC+ teachers are experienced and trained in exam taking
tips and techniques
Langports’ TOEIC+ uses its own unique Langports materials,
supplemented with traditional TOEIC materials
Langports’ is a TOEIC Testing Centre and students interested in taking
the TOEIC exam can register at reception
TOEIC+ students can also join the afternoon workshops
Monday
09:00 - 11:05

Weekly summary test
Individual feedback
with teacher

5 weeks
Closed classes - set start dates
Pre-test required
Entry level – Pre-intermediate+
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney
25 hours per week 				
(including 3 hrs optional workshops & 2 hrs optional activities)

Max in class - 16
Average in class - 13
Students are recommended to take the TOEIC exam
following this course
Cricos Codes BNE & GC 073273D - SYD 094248J
Tuesday

11:25 - 12:25

Grammar:
Comparatives &
Superlative

Friday

Vocabulary:
Phrasal verbs

Grammar:
Adverb Placement

Speaking:
Describing pictures

Listening:
Understand talks given
by a single speaker

Reading:
Incomplete sentences

Afternoon Activities
Volunteering
Exam Practice
Off campus activity
Special interest groups

MORNING BREAK
Reading:
Text completion

Vocabulary:
Word transformations

Speaking:
Research and
preparation for oral
presentation

Speaking:
Reading text aloud

Listening:
Practice test

Writing:
In class task

Pronunciation:
Linking

Speaking practice:
Peer work

Speaking practice:
Responding to
questions

Speaking practice:
Responding to
questions

LUNCH BREAK

1:25 - 2:40

2:50 - 3:35

Thursday

Listening:
Listening to four
statements about a
photograph

12:25 - 1:25

Extension English, Aussie English, English for Work in Australia, Exam Techniques and Tips

Wednesday
Exam Skills

11:05 - 11:25

LUNCH BREAK

12:25 - 1:25

1:25 - 2:40

IELTS speaking:
Individual speeches in
front of the class

MORNING BREAK

11:05 - 11:25
11:25 - 12:25

IELTS Grammar:
IELTS Writing task 2:
Auxiliary verbs and their
Structure, format,
use in essay writing
requirements, cohesion
IELTS Vocabulary
and coherence

Key points

Language Workshops include:

Extension English, Aussie English, English for Work in Australia, Exam Techniques and Tips

Recreation and Community
Engagement

English + Volunteering
At Langports students are encouraged to become part of their local community. Langports’ English
+ Volunteering program will help students gain life experience, learn new skills and knowledge,
develop new interests, expand their work portfolio and make a meaningful impact on society.

English + Eco Volunteering

English + Community Recreation/Volunteering

ECO Volunteering options include:

In addition to our pre-booked programs, students A 1 to 6-week program in based in
in Brisbane may have the opportunity to do some Brisbane where you will experience
volunteering on a part-time basis whilst studying. working with Australian children
and childcare professionals. Your
Projects that will be available will include:
tasks may include welcoming
McIntyre Centre – Assisting at a Horse Riding the children in the morning,
School for Disabled Children (Brisbane)
preparing lunches, playing with
Lone Pine Koala Sanctuary – Helping the the children, supervising nap time
rangers with maintaining a safe habitat for
and learning about the Australian
native animals (Brisbane)
childcare system.
Aged Care – Assisting staff with events at an
Aged Care home (Brisbane & Sydney)
Key points
Conservation – Working with a conservation
Full-time volunteering after
organisation on short-term rehabilitation
completion of English at
projects (Brisbane & Sydney)
Langports
Baseball – Volunteer with one of Australia’s
premier Baseball associations (Sydney)
Pre-booking essential
Surf Tours – Spend your weekends down by the
Blue Card required (no cost)
beach volunteering at a surf camp (Sydney)
Students must study a minimum
Monika’s Doggie Rescue – Assisting with
of 12 weeks of English
feeding and nursing rescued dogs (Sydney)
Minimum English level –
Key points
intermediate (a pre-test will be
required)
Part-time volunteering after school or on
weekends during your English course
Available campus: Brisbane
Bookings can be made after you start your
course
English + Aboriginal Experience
Blue Card required for some projects (no cost)
Students must study a minimum of 12 weeks of A unique 9-day program in the
English
Northern Territory. Volunteer with
Minimum English level will depend on the Aboriginal Rangers to help them
project
protect
Australia’s
Aboriginal
Available campus: Brisbane & Sydney
heartland. Departing once per year.
A Certificate of Community Service will be
All programs are subject to availability
awarded to those who take part.

Help save the Reef!
A 12-day project on the Great Barrier
Reef to get your PADI Open Water
Certification and contribute to the
preservation of coral reefs (activities
include collecting data, observing the
reef conditions & surveying animals
and plants).
Help conserve native wildlife!
A 2 to 8-week project in New South
Wales to assist with the conservation
of Australia’s native wildlife, such as
koalas & kangaroos (helping to feed the
animals, cleaning enclosures, building
and repairing fences, making sure their
habitat is protected).
Help conserve the Environment!
A 2 to 8-week project (various locations
in Australia) to help preserve ecosystems.
Tasks include tree planting, construction
and maintenance of walking tracks,
endangered flora and fauna surveys and
heritage restoration.

Key points

The Langports experience is not restricted to just inside the classroom. We have a number of programs
that are designed to help students engage in the local community for work as well as recreational and
volunteering opportunities. Some programs have to be pre-booked, while others can be organised at
the time of study.

Full-time volunteering after completion
of an English program at Langports
Pre-booking essential
Students must study a minimum of 6
weeks of English
Minimum English level – intermediate
(a pre-test will be required)
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney

English + Child Care Volunteering

English + Demi-Pair

English + Internships

Being a demi-pair is just like being an aupair but part-time. With this program,
students can study English while having
a complete Australian cultural experience
living and working with an Australian
family, and also saving money.

Langports’ English + Internship program
has been specifically designed to help
students improve their English level
outside of the classroom, develop
their employment skills, become
more confident with their English and
professional skills, as well as learning the
cultural norms of an Australian business!

Langports’ English + Demi-pair Program is
designed for students who wish to improve
their English, whilst discovering a new
culture and experiencing life in an Australian
family as a part-time au-pair.

How to apply?

Students can combine this program with
different English courses such as UFO English
full time & part time*, Cambridge Flexi, FCE,
CAE, EAP, IELTS & TOEIC.

Contact us at least 10 weeks before your
preferred internship starting date (for the
work experience program) or 6 months
before your preferred internship starting
date (for the professional placements)

* The part-time study option is not available
for students on a student visa.

Take an English pre-test

In this 12-week program, demi-pair students
receive accommodation and 3 meals per day
in exchange for working 15 hours per week
in their demi-pair host family.
Tasks include 50% housework (vacuuming,
dusting, cleaning bathrooms etc.) and
50% childcare (preparing meals, taking the
children to school, helping with homework
etc.)
This program helps students to save a lot of
money on accommodation expenses.

Fill in the Langports enrolment form and
the internship application form
Langports offers 2 types of unpaid internships:

How to apply?
Contact us at least 8 weeks before your preferred starting date
Fill in the Langports enrolment form and the demi-pair application form
Take an English pre-test (if you are enrolling for an exam course)

Finalise your placement

Work Experience

Professional Placements

Student visa or Working Holiday

Working Holiday only

Working Holiday or Student visa
Brisbane, Gold Coast & Sydney

Sandrina from New-Caledonia studied at Langports Brisbane

Receive your family details approx. 4 weeks prior to arrival

“As a demi-pair, I had

“

Minimum English level – preintermediate (a Skype interview will be
required)

Professional placements. This option is recommended to students looking for a
more professional experience (to validate a university degree for instance).
Internship type

to do some really
easy works, like
play with the kids, prepare
their meals and help the
mother with the house as
well. I chose this program
because it allows me to
improve my English faster
as I lived in an Australian
family and experience their culture.

For students 18 – 31 years’ old

Receive an invitation for an interview with
a potential host company

Visa requirements

Key points

15 – 25 hours of English per week + 15
hours of demi-pair work

Finalise the payment of your program

Confirm your enrolment in the program
Finalise the payment of your program

12-week study program

Confirm your enrolment in the program

Work Experience program. This option is ideal for students whose first goal is to
practise their English in a professional environment and/or for students looking for
short term placements.

Meet our demi-pair coordinator on Skype for an interview

Students may have the possibility to renew
their placement at the end of the program,
depending on their first experience, and visa
conditions.

For both males & females

Meet our internship coordinator on Skype
for an interview

English course

Minimum of 4 weeks of English prior to the internship

English course location

Brisbane, Gold Coast or Sydney

Internship length

From 4 to 12 weeks

12 weeks only

Internship dates

Full-time internship after English course (4 week on a student
visa or 4-12 week on a WHV) or during a break in between 2
courses (4-6 week max).

Part-time internship (usually 3 days per week) after completion
of English course.

English level required prior to
internship

Intermediate (or higher depending on the requested area of
internship)

Upper-intermediate to Advanced

Internship areas
Tourism & Hospitality
General Administration
Marketing & Communications
Finance / Accounting
Event Management
Graphic/Web design
Human Resources
Engineering
Architecture
Business & Commerce

Length
available

Relevant qualifications/
education required

Preferred
locations

Length
available

Relevant qualifications/
education required

Preferred
locations

4/6/8/12 weeks
4/6/8/12 weeks
8/12 weeks
8/12 weeks
8/12 weeks
8/12 weeks
8/12 weekS
-

No
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

BNE, GC, SYD
BNE, GC, SYD
BNE, SYD
BNE, SYD
BNE, SYD
BNE, SYD
BNE, SYD

12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks
12 weeks

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

-

No other options available

-

All capital cities
(not including
Gold Coast)

Other areas available upon request

Work Assist

Work Assist is a FREE service designed by
Langports to help students on a Student Visa
or Working Holiday Visa to find paid work.
To help subsidise their stay, students on a
Student Visa can work up to 40 hours per
fortnight during their studies (and unlimited
hours during study breaks). Working Holiday
Visa holders are allowed to work with no
limit.
English for Work in Australia
As part of our Language Workshops, students
can study a 5 week course that prepares
them to find work. The program consists of;
Writing a resume
Writing a cover letter
Preparing for an interview, techniques
and practice
Applying for a Tax File Number
Opening a bank account
Vocabulary for retail and hospitality work
Help with RSA, RSG, HYG and White Card

At the completion of the course students
will be awarded a Langports Certificate of
Employment Suitability, which they can
present with their job application.
Jobs Notice Board

Langports provides leads and information on
available work opportunities.
Job search websites
Jobs Notice Board
Advertisements from prospective
employers
Leads to companies looking for
employees

Recreation
Langports encourages students to participate in their diverse and
extensive program of sports, cultural, tourism and social activities.
This is a great way to have fun and to socialise with fellow students.
It’s a fantastic way to see Australia too!

The program consists of:
Full day excursions every week-end
Some overnight excursions
An evening and after school social program
Travel information sessions
Our Recreation and Community Engagement Officer
can also assist students to plan and organise their
own personal activities.

Accommodation

Foundation

Langports offers students a choice of quality accommodation options in a safe and relaxed environment. In the case
of homestay, our accommodation officers ensure each student is matched with an appropriate family. They are also
available to help students to adapt to their new life in Australia.

It is our Student Services
Team’s mission to make sure
that students feel part of
the large Langports family
and have the opportunity to
have an excellent Australian
experience.

Deluxe Family Homestay: own
bathroom, only one student per
family, interaction with family, laundry
done for you. Breakfast and dinner:
Mon-Fri. Breakfast, lunch and dinner:
Sat-Sun.
Family Homestay: shared bathroom,
max 2 students per family, students of
different nationalities, interaction with
family, laundry done for you. Breakfast
and dinner: Mon-Fri. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner: Sat-Sun.
Self cater Homestay: shared
bathroom, no limit on student
numbers, no restriction on nationality
mix, limited interaction with family, do
own laundry. Breakfast only Mon-Sun.
In all homestays, students have their own
room with a desk, chair, wardrobe and
comfortable bed. All families live close to
a bus stop, ferry terminal or train station,
and are around 40-60 minutes traveling
time from Langports in peak hour (much
less in normal traffic).
Students will receive a Langports family
profile with pictures, maps and information
about their accommodation at least three
weeks prior to their course start date.
Students may arrive into homestay on
the weekend (Saturday or Sunday) before
their course begins and must check out on
the weekend after their course finishes.
Students arriving during the week or late
at night may have to seek alternative
accommodation for their first night(s).

Student Accommodation
Langports can also arrange shared student
accommodation. There are a range of
apartments, residences and houses which
are all professionally managed with single
or twin-share rooms.
Students will be able to manage their
own catering as they can use the shared
kitchen to prepare meals. Students may
also share a bathroom and lounge room
with other students.
Brisbane – Houses, Apartments and
Residences (Monday – Sunday arrival)
Gold Coast – Houses and
Apartments* (Saturday arrival only)
Sydney – Residences and Apartments
(Monday – Sunday arrival)
More information can be found on our
website and all options are subject to
availability.
*Langports’ airport transfers are compulsory when
booking student accommodation on the Gold Coast

Airport Transfer
Langports makes sure that students are
welcomed on arrival.
7 day, 24 hour service (surcharge
applies for late night arrivals)
24 hr Emergency number in case of
flight changes
Please note that for arrivals after
10.00pm, students may be required to go
into temporary accommodation for the
first night at their own cost.

By choosing to study at Langports,
students are helping to make a
difference to the lives of disadvantaged
children around the world.
To date, the Langports Foundation
has supported projects in Australia,
Colombia, Vietnam and Cambodia.

“Students

choosing to
stay with a host family
often create a strong
bond and share great
moments with their host,
discovering a new way
of life. For many of our
students and homestay
families, they create close
relationships which last
even after the students
go back to their home
country.

“

Homestay Options

Christine, Accommodation Officer at
Langports Brisbane

While at Langports, students
occasionally have an opportunity to
volunteer for the Foundation and raise
money for the Foundation through
various activities.
www.thelangportsfoundation.com
Chelsea is a student from Arnham Land,
who has received the support of The
Langports Foundation. She painted
the picture ‘The Gathering of Many
Cultures’on the front cover and donated
it to Langports to show her appreciation.

F undation
THE

The Langports Foundation is a registered charity.
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Brisbane

Gold Coast

Sydney

33 Herschel St, Brisbane
Queensland 4000 Australia

62 Appel St, Surfers Paradise
Queensland 4217 Australia

53 Murray St, Pyrmont
NSW 2009 Australia

GPO Box 3213, Brisbane
Queensland 4001 Australia

PO Box 955, Surfers Paradise
Queensland 4217 Australia

PO Box Q873 Sydney
NSW 1230 Australia

T +61 7 3210 0522
F +61 7 3210 0533

T +61 7 5592 0110
F +61 7 5592 0119

T +61 2 9571 4220
F +61 2 9571 4221

Cricos Provider 02630J

Cricos Provider 02630J

Cricos Provider 03570G

www.langports.com | info@langports.com

